Sec.
Therefore T +^r = i + + .z3 + , &c. the law is manifest, and agrees with the common form derived from other principles.
a Sch.In the above investigation, it is obvious that unless m be a positive whole number, the numerator abovementioned does not terminate : it still remains, therefore, to shew how to derive the series when mi s a negative whole number. In this case, the expression ( vmzm ) assumes this form, -~, its equal --, which divided by vn -zn, as before, gives 1 tymz | i f n -3 4 y l ym zn
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Vm Zu l v n "" 1 -}-T/w""* Z -f* Vn 3 Zz -f -, &C. ^ -* = --------, which is the same as the expression | "j be fore derived with only the sign of m changed. The remainder of the process being the same as before, shews that the series is general, or extends to all cases, regard being had to the signs. Q. E. D.
